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Palgrave Macmillan. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND
NEW, Equity Derivatives Explained, Mohamed Bouzoubaa,
Equity Derivatives Explained is a clear, concise and down-to-
earth guide to the equity derivatives business, written for
traders and other finance professionals. Designed to bridge the
gap between theory and practice by taking a risk centric
approach, it focuses on the fundamentals of why equity
derivatives exist, the various strategies deployed and the
aspects that are most important to the relevant participants.
Avoiding the typical long and complex theoretical and
mathematical approaches, in favor of a direct, simple and
intuitive approach, this introductory text offers an applied,
practical and realistic approach to understanding equity
derivatives. This book provides succinct but thorough coverage
of the essentials of equity derivatives. It starts with an
introduction on stock markets' fundamentals before opening
the gate on the world of structured products. Delta-one
products and options are covered in detail, providing readers
with deep understanding of the use of equity derivatives
strategies. Equity Derivatives Explained contains most of the
traded payoffs and structures and covers all practical aspects
of pricing and hedging. For each product, payoffs are
accompanied by graphs, scenario analysis and real-life
examples. The treatment of risks is performed in...
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Thorough manual for ebook fans. it had been writtern quite properly and valuable. It is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Dr . Ca ther ine Wehner-- Dr . Ca ther ine Wehner

Absolutely among the best book I have possibly go through. I have go through and that i am certain that i am going to
gonna read through once again again in the future. I am just delighted to tell you that this is basically the finest book i
have got go through within my personal existence and could be he finest book for ever.
-- B r ia n B a uch-- B r ia n B a uch
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